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Ally Marshall isnâ€™t just a wolf shifterâ€”sheâ€™s a Seer. But a girl doesnâ€™t exactly need special

powers to know that Derren Hudson despises her entire kind. Disdain practically rolls off the Beta of

the Mercury Packâ€¦disdain mixed with a healthy dose of desire. And no matter how much the

ruggedly handsome male appeals to her, this is one call of the wild sheâ€™s determined to

ignore.After one betrayal too many, Derren doesnâ€™t have much use for Seersâ€”except for Ally.

Forced into acting as her protector, he finds himself intensely and passionately drawn to the woman

who incites his primal instinct to claim. And when enemies target the pack, Allyâ€™s gift may be just

what the Mercury Pack needs. Can he put his distrust aside, or will he force himself to turn his back

on the one woman who makes his inner beast howl?
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The guy Ally was dating found his "true" mate months ago and their subsequent breakup hasn't

gone too smooth. Enter Derren, the "beta" of the Mercury pack, and the man who has been sent to

rescue Ally from her own pack, who has turned against her due to her supposed jealous antics

towards her ex-boyfriend's mate. There's just one problem: Ally is a "seer" and Derren and his

whole pack harbor a ridiculous amount of blind hatred for seers.This was the first book I'd read by



this author so I hadn't known what to expect. It's a typical shifter PNR and while it was clear the

characters were all from the other series (which I now know is basically just the same series so I'm

not sure why the author calling this bk 1 of a new series?) and their stories were all connected in

some way through the other books, I found it very easy to follow along. IMO the other books are all

basically the same with only slightly different versions of the same characters so it really doesn't

matter if you haven't read the other books or if you plan to in the future.... Anyways, there was

enough story here to entertain me even though there were an awful lot of repetitive sex scenes.I

listened to it on audio and I think the narration for this one was actually better than the writing

because the narrator was really good. Still, I had to shut off my brain throughout most of it (which I

was in the mood to do) because when I thought too much about it, the world and the characters

seemed a bit flat to me. Derren for instance, is the pack's "beta" and it's mentioned numerous times

that he has "duties" and he was supposedly busy doing all these beta duties and yet I was left

wondering just what it was this guy actually did?

4.5-5 stars**This was an ARC copy given free by Netgalley in exchange for a honest review**This

was a great start to a new series! I liked Derren in Carnal Secrets and was happy to see that Wright

had started a spinoff series for the Mercury pack. I don't think reading the The Phoenix Pack series

is necessary to enjoy this book but it would be helpful in recognizing some of the characters (many

of the Phoenix pack show up in this story) and I think it would make this story more enjoyable.Ally is

a wolf shifter and a seer. She lost her parents as well as most of her pack when she was young.

The only other survivor from her pack was a boy named Cain who was like a brother to her. She

was raised by Cain's uncles but never felt completely at home in their pack and once she reached

adulthood, she bounced around from pack to pack trying to find somewhere that she felt was

right.Derren is a wolf shifter and the beta (second in command) of the Mercury pack. Derren was

accused of a crime he didn't commit when he was young and spent years in a shifter juvenile

detention center. Surviving was hard and he has very close ties to the few people that got through

Juvi with him. While Derren is very loyal to the few friends he has, he doesn't trust others

easily.When the story begins, Ally is in a pack that has turned on her. She'd been a member of the

pack for a few years and had a serious relationship with the beta of the pack, Zeke. When Zeke

found his true mate, Rachelle, he and Ally split up and Ally was happy for him. Unfortunately,

Rachelle wasn't happy with Ally being around and set out on a campaign of convincing everyone

that Ally was doing bad things out of jealousy.
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